
SURE-STEP
NON-SKID RESURFACER

USER BENEFITS:

 PROVIDES SAFE, SLIP-FREE SURFACE

 READY TO USE - ONE-COMPONENT - 
NO MESSY MIXING - JUST STIR AND 
APPLY

 FAST AND EASY TO APPLY

 VERSATILE - - BONDS TO CONCRETE, 
METAL OR WOOD - USE INDOORS OR 
OUTDOORS

 FIRE AND CHEMICAL RESISTANT

SURE-STEP NON-SKID RESURFACER is 
a one-component epoxy ester product which 
contains abrasive particles of almost diamond 
hardness. It is specifically designed to provide a 
non-skid floor and deck coating in areas of heavy 
pedestrian traffic.

SURE-STEP NON-SKID RESURFACER
Provides Safe, Slip-Free Surface

Many dangerous falls and slips can be avoided by 
simply providing firm footing. SURE-STEP NON-SKID 
RESURFACER helps prevent injuries by providing 
a sure-footed walking surface. SURE-STEP gives 
shoes and boots something to "grab," adding an extra 
measure of safety around business or commercial 
property.

SURE-STEP NON-SKID RESURFACER
Just Stir and Apply

Since SURE-STEP is a single component coating, 
it comes ready to use - - there is no messy pre-mixing 
of different components. Simply stir SURE-STEP with 
a mechanical mixer until material assumes a uniform 
color and appearance. SURE-STEP is then ready to 
apply. It's that easy!

SURE-STEP NON-SKID RESURFACER
Fast and Easy To Apply

SURE-STEP is easily applied with the phenolic 
roller provided in the kit. Simply pour a "ribbon" of 
SURE-STEP about six inches wide and two feet long 
on the surface, then roll the material toward you with 
a moderate amount of pressure. SURE-STEP is also 
easily applied with a trowel, particularly to small areas 
such as steps.

SURE-STEP NON-SKID RESURFACER
Versatile

SURE-STEP can be app l ied  a t  sur face 
temperatures ranging from 50°F. to 120°F. It is ideal for 
use indoors or outdoors - - can be used on concrete, 
metal or wood surfaces. SURE-STEP's versatility 
makes it the perfect product when a non-skid surface 
is needed. Typical applications include ramps, stairs, 
decks, marinas, docks, schools . . . the list goes on 
and on. SURE-STEP is an ideal do it yourself product.

SURE-STEP NON-SKID RESURFACER
Fire and Chemical Resistant

When cured, SURE-STEP is fire resistant. It is 
also resistant to gasoline, oil, numerous acids and 
chemicals, alkalies, aliphatic solvents, salt water and 
helps protect steel surfaces from corrosion.
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Handling Information: For safe handling of the product, read the Safety Data Sheet (SDS).

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
Can be applied to concrete, metal or wood surfaces. Surface must be clean and dry before application.

PREPARATION OF SURFACE
Resurfacing Old Concrete Floors: Clean floor thoroughly. Remove all dust by sweeping or vacuuming 

surface. On "slightly dusting" concrete where a hard, clean surface cannot be obtained by sweeping, use a 
detergent wash followed by a thorough rinsing with water. ALLOW TO DRY THOROUGHLY. For maximum adhesion, 
however, the floor may be roughened by rinsing with a solution of one part muriatic (hydrochloric) acid to one part 
water. After the acid has boiled out the alkali and roughened the concrete, the floor should be flushed with water 
until no further boiling or frothing is observed. ALLOW TO DRY THOROUGHLY before applying SURE-STEP.

If the concrete surface has heavy layers of paint, penetrated oils, greases, creosote, tar or other foreign matter, 
use sandblasting or mechanical abrasion to remove and roughen the floor. After sand-blasting or mechanical 
abrasion is complete, all loose dirt should be removed and the surface detergent-washed, rinsed and dried 
thoroughly before applying SURE-STEP.

Surfacing New Concrete: Allow concrete to age for a minimum of six weeks. Remove all dust and wash 
with a solution of one part muriatic acid (hydrochloric acid concentrated commercial grade) and 10 parts water. 
Rinse thoroughly with clear water. ALLOW TO DRY THOROUGHLY.

Metal Surfaces: All previous coatings and rust must be removed to expose the bare metal surface. Then 
remove all dust and dirt by wiping clean with a cloth wet with xylol, mineral spirits, or kerosene. ALLOW METAL TO 
DRY THOROUGHLY.

Wood Surfaces: Must be solid and well braced. No vibration. Remove all dust, dirt, paint and loose particles 
before applying SURE-STEP.

Application Procedure
Thoroughly mix SURE-STEP NON-SKID RESURFACER with a mechanical mixer for at least three minutes, until 

the material assumes a uniform color and appearance.

For best results, apply with the phenolic roller supplied with SURE-STEP. Pour a strip of SURE-STEP 
approximately six inches wide and two feet long. Roll material in one direction only in slow straight strokes pulling 
material toward you with moderate pressure to create desired amount of texture. Do not over-roll or press down 
too heavily. Be careful that material does not build up too thickly along welds - - roll across welds, not along them. 
Protect from rain for at least 12 to 24 hours after application. Protect from heavy or extended exposure to water, oil 
and chemicals for five to seven days. For smaller areas, such as steps, SURE-STEP can be applied by trowel.

SPECIFICATIONS
Product Code #3140

 Color: Gray

 Drying Time:
  Light Traffic:  12 hours @ 70°F.
  Heavy Traffic:  72 hours @ 70°F.

 Flash Point: 81°F.

 Coverage: Approximately 50 sq. ft. per gallon

 Weight: 13.9 lbs. per gallon

 Solids By Volume: 612

 Shelf Life: 3 Years if kept tightly sealed

PACKAGING
SURE-STEP NON-SKID RESURFACER is packaged by the kit. Each kit consists of 2-1 gallon containers and two 
phenolic rollers.
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